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Time For
Decisive Action

NEIL EDWARDS

The Builders’ Conference CEO calls
for Government to “put up or shut up”
on landmark projects that could lead
UK out of recession.

At the end of the month which saw
some positive movement in the
number and value
of contracts let,
The Builders’
Conference CEO
Neil Edwards
has called upon
the coalition
Government to be
decisive in its backing of a number of
high-profile projects.
Speaking just days after Hitachi was
given the green light on the
construction of two new nuclear
power facilities in Gloucestershire and
Anglesey, Edwards says that the
Government needs to be equally
decisive over a number of other key,
industry-defining contracts.

“In the past few months, we have
heard lots of talk about the HS2 rail
link, a third runway at Heathrow,
expansion of either Stansted or
Gatwick Airports and the creation of
‘Boris Island’. But so far, it has been
that; just talk,” Edwards says. “We
also have a framework agreement in
place for the decommissioning and
upgrading of
several
other
nuclear sites
but that is
still awaiting
funding.
All of these
proposed projects make for great
sound-bites but this industry doesn’t
work on sound-bites and promises.
It works on genuine projects with a

specific timeframe and a budget to
support them.”
Edwards strongly worded statement
coincides with his praise for the
decisive action taken by both Balfour
Beatty and Morgan Sindall in the
closure of several regional offices.
“It is, of course, extremely sad for any
employees that might lose their jobs
as a result of these restructuring
measures. But times remain tough,
and these decisive measures
demonstrates strong leadership at
both companies,” Edwards continues.
“We now need the coalition
Government to show similar levels of
leadership and decisiveness and to
either back these potential projects or
to can them once and for all.”

To view a full video review of the
BCLive findings for October 2012,
please visit:
http://tinyurl.com/c9xsqu4

Please visit The Builders’ Conference website www.buildersconference.co.uk/newsandevents

No Cause For
Celebration
The frosty, dark mornings and sudden
influx of seasonal TV advertisements
mean that it must by November. And with
these all-too-predictable descents into
winter comes the equally predictable annual accident
statistics from the Health and Safety Executive.
Like the National Crime Statistics that
choose to ignore the latest child murder
or mugging of an elderly person to
crow about the “underlying decline in
crime numbers”, the annual HSE
statement merely serves to illustrate the
distance industry – and, in particular,
our industry – has left to travel.
According to the latest figures, the
combined forces of construction,
demolition and refurbishment
managed to kill 49 of its number in
the past 12 months. That is down on
the 59 killed in the previous year but
it still represents more than four deaths
per month. In any other walk of life,
this would mark the construction sector
as a recognised serial killer.

And before we get too carried away
with the “underlying downward
trend”, let’s not lose sight of the fact
that over that same period, the
construction industry lost several
thousand companies to administration
and liquidation. So, apparently, less
of us still managed to kill almost as
many individuals. It is a record of
which only a cutback-fixated Ministry
of Defence could be proud.
What will be interesting is the
figures for 2013 and beyond, once
the depleted HSE inspectorate
switches from an advisory to a
toll-collecting role following the
introduction of its Fee For Intervention
scheme.

Will that switch save lives? I very
much doubt it; but it will help swell the
Government coffers so hard hit by the
demise of tax-generating construction
companies crushed under the heel of
a recession presided over by that
same Government.
So, come November 2013, we can
expect an equally harrowing set of
HSE statistics; only this time, they’ll be
printed in gold leaf on finest
manuscript paper.

The Insider

Commentary From Neil Edwards
Chief Executive - The Builders' Conference Trade Association

Midlands
Shows The Way
Significant projects in Birmingham and Milton
Keynes contributed to another positive month
on the BCLive league table. But we’re still
a long way short of pre-recession levels, says
The Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards.

While the coalition Government continued its policy
of sound-bites and promises with ongoing talk of
airport expansions in the South of England, the
Midlands has apparently decided that it wants no
further part of the recession the nation since the last
time Barack Obama made an acceptance speech.

Indeed, two of the three companies
topping this month’s league table
owe their lofty positions to contract
awards from in and around the
Midlands. Top of the pops was
Carillion with an impressive
combined haul of £620 million
contract wins. The largest of these
is an eight-year term agreement with
Birmingham City Council for an
Energy savers scheme covering
some 60,000 homes.
Meanwhile, Bowmer & Kirkland
moved into the top three this month
courtesy of its latest Center Parcs

construction project, this one in
Milton Keynes and valued at £90
million.
In total, the BCLive league table
collected details of more than £2.1
billion in projects for the month of
October, another positive move and
a long way from this time last year
when levels were barely topping the
£1 billion mark.
But it would be premature to
overspend on the Christmas presents
quite yet. While the past few months
have seen a return to positivity, we
remain a long way off the highs of
four or five years ago. This is most
clearly evidenced in our “rolling year”
league table, currently topped by
Vinci with £1.7 billion. The overall
rolling year value at present is £23.6
billion, which is an improvement on
the past few month. But just four or
five years ago, the rolling year figure
was between £45 and £50 billion,
which means that while we may be
on the up, we are still 50 percent
short of where we ought to be.

To view a full video review of the
BCLive findings for October 2012,
please visit:
http://tinyurl.com/c9xsqu4

It would be premature to
overspend on the Christmas presents
quite yet. While the past few months
have seen a return to positivity, we
remain a long way off the highs of four
or five years ago.
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UK Economy The Tide Turns
Although getting a firm handle on
real facts remains difficult, the recent
news flow on the UK economy has
a long-awaited positive sheen.
Mark Berrisford-Smith, Head of
Economics, UK Commercial
Banking, HSBC Bank plc reports.

Gauging the precise condition of the
British economy is being made
unusually difficult this year by a
number of one-off factors. The GDP
data for the second quarter was
dented by the extra Bank Holiday
and by the shutdown of a major gas
production platform in the North
Sea. Then in the third quarter all of
the money spent on tickets for the
Olympics and Paralympics finally got
counted, along with all the income
from sponsorships and broadcasting
rights. This will also affect the
headline quarterly growth rate in the
fourth quarter, so it won’t be possible
to obtain a ‘clean’ growth rate from
one quarter to the next until the first
three months of next year.

Nonetheless, the news flow has taken
a decided turn for the better in the past
few weeks. Although the initial
estimate from the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) showing that the
economy expanded by a brisk 1.0%
in the third quarter was largely down
to one-off effects, it followed hard on
the heels of other data releases which
suggest that a modest recovery is just
around the corner.
Perhaps the best news of all is that the
annual rate of consumer price inflation
is now only running slightly ahead of
the annual growth of earnings. Having
been at 2.5% in August, the annual
rate of inflation moved down to 2.2%
in September. But with several utility
companies already announcing gas
and electricity price rises of around 8%
to take effect in coming months, this

may well turn out to be the trough of
the inflation rate for the time being.
Yet there are also grounds for optimism
that the recent improvement in the
labour market may presage a gradual
quickening of earnings growth. The
upshot is that while the hard squeeze
on households’ spending power may
not be over, it’s already eased
considerably and may abate still
further in the months ahead.
Meanwhile, the unemployment rate in
the three months to August fell to 7.9%,
the lowest reading for more than a
year, with the total number of people
in work exceeding the pre-recession
peak. No single or simple explanation

With firms in Britain still
lacking the confidence to press ahead
with capital investment projects, it will
be left to the consumer to drive such
recovery as there will be
alternative to investing in new plant
and machinery. Despite all those
caveats, the small monthly falls seen in
the number of people claiming
Jobseekers’ Allowance (the so-called
‘claimant count’) suggest that there is
at least a modicum of improvement in
the jobs
market.

demand from the large emerging
economies is to blame, so that in the
three months to August the volume of
goods exported was over 1% down
from the previous three months.
Taking this year as a whole, HSBC
now expects that the UK economy will
shrink by a marginal 0.1% in 2012 as
compared with 2011. This represents
a significant downgrade from the
previous expectation for growth of
0.8%. With exporters likely to face
tough conditions for some months yet
before a modest recovery gets
underway in the Euro Area, and with
firms in Britain still lacking the
confidence to press ahead with capital
investment projects, it will be left to the
consumer to drive such recovery as
there will be.

A slow recovery gets under way in 2013
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has yet emerged to explain the stark
differences between the figures for
growth and employment. Certainly,
the Office for National Statistics has a
long history of springing large GDP
revisions several years after the event,
while the falling response rate to the
Labour Force Survey, upon which the
government’s preferred measures of
unemployment are based, means that
they are subject to wider sampling
errors. Apart from statistical issues, part
of the explanation obviously lies in the
increase in part-time working, while it
may also be the case that firms are
opting to employ more people as an

Against this backdrop it remains a
tight call whether the Bank of

England will opt to inject more newly created money into the
system, whether through asset purchases or by an extension of the
Funding for Lending Scheme (FLS). But the Old Lady of
Threadneedle Street is already sitting on most of the outstanding
issuance of conventional (i.e. not index-linked) gilts, and there is a
growing belief that each successive wave of asset purchases has a
diminishing effect: it therefore seems likely that there will be no more
QE as practised since 2009, and that any further stimulus will be
done through the FLS.
The Bank of England has given consideration to cutting Bank Rate to
just 0.25% on two occasions, but shied away from such a move on
the grounds that it would create distortions in the financial system.
This subject could well be revisited but, unless conditions deteriorate
markedly, it is highly likely that the policy rate will be left at 0.5%,
with no active consideration of an increase until well into 2014.
Britain’s Achilles heel continues to be the slow pace of deficit
reduction. The budget shortfall as a share of GDP will only fall this
year thanks to a wheeze involving the sale of the assets of
the Royal Mail’s pension fund, but in underlying terms the deficit
could well be slightly larger than it was last year. In Europe,
however, countries have been making strenuous efforts to get their
fiscal houses in order and, with the aggregate shortfall for the
Eurozone this year expected to be only a whisker over 3%, Britain’s
7% will soon start to stick out like the proverbial sore thumb.
So far, the UK has managed to fly under the radar of the financial
markets, and the Chancellor’s oft-repeated commitment to eliminate
the deficit has been taken at face value. But if the debt crisis in the
Eurozone remains under control and if America manages to
negotiate a path around its ‘fiscal cliff’, then the UK’s failure to
deliver could bring some unwelcome scrutiny.

So far, the UK has
managed to fly under the radar
of the financial markets,
and the Chancellor’s oft-repeated
commitment toeliminate the
deficit has been taken
at face value

Why the leaders in
the construction
industry are reading
Inside Construction

Gary Martin
of
The Martin
Group
“The real winners
of the next few years are the
companies that will continue to
prosper through being flexible in
their approach to clients.”

Chris Baines,
Honorary President of AECB, the
Sustainable Building Organisation
“The image of the
industry needs to have
greater appeal for
young people. It
needs to measure up
to their ambitions.”

Kevin Byrne, CEO,
Checkatrade.com
“Tradesmen will
often be up by 6:30
in the morning and
be on site by 8am, they’ll finish at
4pm and arrive home exhausted.
The time they have to
properly consider an apprentice
is simply not there.”

Report Highlights
Education
Shortcoming
According to a new industry
survey carried out on
behalf of Wickes, the UK
education system is “failing
to support the future of
the building trade”.
Inside Construction reports.

Builders’ merchant giant
Wickes recently held a
roundtable meeting to look
at the current and future
state of the UK building
industry. That meeting
attracted some key names
from the sector including
The Federation of Small
Businesses, The Sustainable
Building Organisation,
The Chartered Institute of
Building and The
Construction Index.
The findings of that roundtable have
now been published in a detailed
report that will make troubling
reading for Government and
education providers alike. Indeed,
one of the key suggestions is that the
UK’s construction workforce is
currently being “propped up” by
workers from Eastern Europe because
UK education is failing to supply
young people equipped with downto-earth trade skills.
“We need to make the whole
education system responsive to the
demands of the small business or the
tradesman. It may not always lead to
a formal qualification but it will
provide the added value bit of skills
that we don’t have at present. Small
businesses need more ownership of
the skills system,” says Scott Johnson,
commissioner at the UK Commission
for Employment and Skills. “The
processes through which the public
purse funds skills and apprenticeships
is too complex for the smallest of
businesses to engage with.”
This is a view shared by the
Chartered Institute of Building’s Eddie
Tuttle. “We also need to enhance
the construction industry to engage
young people at an early age. I
think there is a perception within
government that the industry itself is

I promise you, you can have
all the qualifications you like, if you’re
charging VAT and your prices are 20%
more than somebody else’s you’re
not going to get the job,
it’s as simple as that
rather old-style and does not always
speak as a collective force in the
way it operates or projects itself.
Steps to address this are being
considered as a matter of urgency
and that is important given the
industry’s contribution to the wellbeing and GDP of the UK.”
Even more forthright is a comment
from Ted Goddard at the Guild of
Builders and Contractors. “We
don’t seem to follow any sort of
procedure to let somebody at the
age of 15, for instance, start to learn
something that will give them the
opportunity to work in our industry, or
any other industry. To start thinking
about training at 18 is too late...I
don’t know how the industry would
be running if we didn’t have
labourers from Eastern Europe
working for us. They have been
trained from the age of 15 and by
the time they are 18 they have
sufficient knowledge and experience
to be useful,” Goddard says. “We
could answer a tremendous amount
of youth unemployment today if we
had craft training to the level that
made young people employable in
our industry at the age of 18.”
Delegates at the meeting were
equally forthright in their view on VAT
or, more specifically, the fact that

reputable, VAT-paying contractors
are forced to compete with cash-inhand companies that dodge or avoid
the tax altogether.
“How many people are there that
have paid cash in hand to a
tradesman, whether it’s the cleaner,
gardener or whoever…and the
problem for legitimate builders is that
they constantly lose the quotation,
particularly if you’re getting two or
three quotations for an extension,”
continues Goddard. “I promise you,
you can have all the qualifications
you like, if you’re charging VAT and
your prices are 20% more than
somebody else’s you’re not going to
get the job, it’s as simple as that.”
“The reduction in VAT should just
focus on the labour rate. If 0% VAT
was implemented on labour alone it
would remove the two tier system on
which trades operate,” says Kevin
Byrne, CEO of Checkatrade.com.
“It would remove the temptation of
the classic “I’ll do it for cash” to try
and secure the job.”

A FREE copy of the report is
available to download at:
http://tinyurl.com/bk27fbb

Prospering
through the
Recession
While the past four years has seen
many companies falter and fail,
The Martin Group has gone from
strength to strength. Inside
Construction spoke to the company’s
24-year old founder Gary Martin.

I’ve always had an entrepreneurial
spirit. I grew up helping out with my
family’s business and in my teenage
years I set up small businesses at
car boot sales and a fruit machine
rental company.
At 16 I entered real estate, buying
my first house for £45,000 after I'd
saved £7,000 for a deposit, and
then sold it for £86,000 just three
weeks later. I continued to buy and
sell properties in Ireland, and made
my first million by the age of 17.

My current business, The Martin
Group, consists of several
companies including Martin
Construction, which focuses on
residential and commercial new
builds and refurbishments. Two years
ago during turbulent times for the
property market, I moved from
Ireland and entered the London
construction industry. Building my
business in a new market has been
my biggest achievement to date: our
turnover for this year is £5 million.

target people where we're confident
that there is an opportunity to do
business. We’re very clear about
the type of clients that we want to
work for, so when we do go and
speak to someone it’s almost like a
qualified lead. We know that the
services that we offer or the value
that we add fits in with where they’re
at - knowing the market properly is
crucial. If we talk to a thousand
people we will get a hundred leads,
and then we’ll get around ten
projects out of that. That’s our core
difference.

confidence
I think that we’re succeeding while
others are failing because we are
proactive within the market. We’re
very sales orientated and are
focused on new introductions, and

We’ve also got a board in place,
which many smaller construction
companies don’t have, including a

e

chairman and non-executives. We
recently appointed Nicola Horlick, the
extremely successful investment fund
manager. Having someone like
Nicola on our board has enhanced
the credibility of our business
alongside bringing a wealth of
business expertise to our company.
Similarly, our chairman is also the
chairman of the very well reputed
Howard de Walden estate. This has
helped us gain insights on what it
takes to run a large property
company which is where we see
ourselves in the future.
In terms of structuring deals, we
always look at different options. So
we now have contracts with
companies or clients where we’ll do
the construction at cost price or take a
lower margin and also invest the
profit into the project, which shows
commitment from our side. We’re
currently working on a project where
we are hoping to get planning
permission for 200 student rooms in
North London, which we will do at
cost price for a small share of the
developer’s profit. This is what I see is
our key USP as we are more
flexible in the way we structure deals
with our clients.
On a more personal note, a positive
attitude has kept my motivation levels
high despite strains on the market,
and I believe looking at the positives
rather than the negatives of any
situation opens up new ideas.
I’d like there to be more activity
across the UK in our industry. I believe
that London will continue to remain
stable in terms of construction, but this
must be replicated further afield. I’d
also like firms to be less ruthless in
terms of how they treat their clients the reputation of the industry is
damaged and it is important for us to
restore trust in clients.

A positive attitude has kept
my motivation levels high despite
strains on the market, and I believe
looking at the positives rather than the
negatives of any situation
opens up new ideas
For all firms it is also important to look
at the global business environment
when making decisions: other
economic factors must be taken into

account including capital inflows and
outflows, overseas investment, and the
state of the banking sector.

Knowledge is power... And we have the

Business Alert
KNOWN
PROJECTS
SCOTLAND
Glasgow £3M code 209131
Housing
New Build
North Lanarkshire Council
Glasgow £5M code 209579
Underground stations
Refurb & repair
Strathclyde Part' for Transport
Glasgow £3.5M code 209845
Sports stadium
Extension
Hamden Park Ltd

NORTH EAST
Newcastle £4.4M code 211030
Housing
Refurb & repair
Your Homes Newcastle
South Shields £150K code 210132
Hospital
Refurb & repair
South Tyneside NHS Trust
Durham £2M code 209841
Library
Refurb & repair
Durham University

NORTH WEST
Bolton £3.7M code 209417
College
Extension
Bolton College
Bury £1M code 209840
Hospital
Extension
Pennine Acute Hosp NHS Trust

Liverpool £750K code 210040
School
Extension
Liverpool CC

Peterborough £250K code 209898
School
Refurb & repair
Oundle School

WALES

SOUTH & SOUTH WEST

Cardiff £5M code 209434
School
Extension
Cardiff CC

Exeter £450K code 210238
Fire Station
Refurb & repair
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue

Swansea £1.6M code 209520
Housing
New Build
Gwalia Housing Society Ltd

Bristol £950K code 210718
Office
Refurb & repair
VOSA

Abergele £3M code 210647
Offices
New Build
Cartrefi Conway HA

Bath £350K code 210112
University
Refurb & repair
University of Bath

MIDLANDS

LONDON & SOUTH EAST

Derbyshire £1M code 210261
Car Park
Refurb & repairs
High Peak BC

Chelmsford £200K code 210156
School
Extension
Diocese of Brentwood

Derby £750K code 210158
Prison
Extension
Ministry of Justice

Watford £1.3M code 209867
Housing
New Build
Watford Community Housing

Cannock £4M code 210695
College
Refurb & repairs
South Staffordshire College

Orpington £300K code 210106
Housing
Refurb & repair
Keniston Housing Assoc

Ipswich £1M code 209597
Housing
Refurb & repair
Suffolk Housing Society

SCOTLAND
Stromness £3.5M code 202812
Housing
New Build
CONTR - O'Brien Construction
Fort William £1M code 203807
Housing
New build
CONTR - Compass Building Ltd
Paisley £3M code 206586
Children Home
New Build
CONTR - Clark Contracts Ltd

NORTH EAST
Durham £500K code 210002
School
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Vest Construction
Darlington £1.8M code 208623
Academy
New Build
CONTR - Hall Construction
Cramlington £70M code 206337
Hospital
New Build
CONTR - Lend Lease Construction

NORTH WEST

EAST ANGLIA
Bury St Edmunds £5M code 209094
Hospital
Refurb & repair
West Suffolk NHS Trust

CONTRACTS
AWARDED

Call or email us
NOW to view
over 8000
Quality Leads
every year!

Manchester £200K code 204537
Hospital
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Thomas Barnes & Son
Manchester £200K code 204537
Hospital
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Thomas Barnes & Son

information you need...

Call us today on...

020 8770 0111
All information is supplied by Trade
Association The Builders’ Conference
www.buildersconference.co.uk
To find out how to join call:
020 8770 0111
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Ipswich £8M code 204648
Roads
Repair
CONTR - Skanska Ltd
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Lowestoft £2.5M code 206098
Shops
Fit Out
CONTR - Simons Construction

Runcorn £4M code 207129
Shopping Centre
Refurb & repair
CONTR - William Tarr

Cambridge £13M code 206722
Housing
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Morgan Sindall

WALES

SOUTH & SOUTH WEST

Cardiff £1.3M code 204947
Housing
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Pendragon D&B

Plymouth £900K code 210426
School
Extension
CONTR - Interserve

Aberdare £3M code 207630
Leisure
Refurb & repair
CONTR - BAM Construction

Guernsey £3.25M code 210586
Port
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Concrete repairs Ltd

Llanelli £8M code 209051
School
Extension
CONTR - Dawnus Construction

Redruth £1.5M code 210715
School
Extension
CONTR - Midas Construction

MIDLANDS

LONDON & SOUTH EAST

Solihull £600K code 208492
School
Refurb & repair
CONTR - Greswold Construction

Upminster £5M code 209515
School
Extension
CONTR - Neilcott

Telford £1M code 208173
Offices
Refurb & repair
CONTR - CLC Group

Maidstone £1.8M code 207765
Hospital
New build
CONTR - Kier Const' Southern Ltd

Ilkeston £6M code 208892
College
Extension
CONTR - GF Tomlinson

Maidenhead £12M code 208038
Offices
Refurb & repair
CONTR - John Sisk

Looking for quality tender and
contract award information
on construction projects around
the UK then look no further than
www.buildersconference.co.uk
We are a not for profit trade association,
European Law compliant with a code
of practice for business compliance.
Our key priority is to reduce construction
industry inefficiencies.
If you wish to become a member and
receive unlimited access to our
information then go to our website and
apply for membership or click demo to
ask for a code.

desire of this trade
“ The
association is to provide
all its members with
up-to-the-minute premier
construction data
and market analysis
Neil Edwards Chief Executive

”

To receive extensive information
direct to your Inbox or via a unique
login to our website go to
www.buildersconference.co.uk
or call 0208 770 0111 and ask
for membership.

If you wish to advertise in this magazine please contact
Jamie Wilkinson at Eljays44Ltd on 01903 234077
or jamie.wilkinson@eljays44.com

The information on BCLive league table comes directly
from The Builders’ Conference trade association and
can also be found on the front page of their website
www.buildersconference.co.uk
BCLive league table is merely a top level display of
which companies have won which contracts and their
relative values during October 2012 however if you
go to the website www.bclive.co.uk and click on an
individual business you can quickly view what
contracts combine to make the total, which market
sectors the contracts were won in and their
geographical location.
The Builders’ Conference trade association makes
every effort to ensure BCLive league table for main
contractors is a fair representation of the industry
however if your company has secured a project or
projects and you believe they have not made the table
then please telephone 020 8770 0111 or go to
www.buildersconference.co.uk press on the table
and in the top left hand of the screen you will find a
button where you will be directed to complete a very
simple form which is automatically forwarded to this
office upon submission.
Our address book has your name as a contact and
therefore we would be grateful if you could forward
this e-mail within your company to persons, who may
also find this information of interest and value.
Please do not hesitate in contacting this office should
you have any queries or require greater in-depth
analysis of the construction industry, alternatively if
you do not wish to receive this digital information
please send an email to newsdesk@bclive.co.uk

The Builders’ Conference
Crest House, 19 Lewis Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4BR
Tel: 020 8770 0111 Fax: 020 8770 7736 Email: info@buildersconf.co.uk www.buildersconference.co.uk
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